
Dear Colleagues,
We are inviting you to our next conference organised

by the Department of Foreign Languages,
Wrocław University of Science and Technology.

27th International IATEFL Poland CONFERENCE
WROCŁAW 2018 – THE MEETING PLACE FOR EXPERTS

21st-23rd September 2018

IMPORTANT DATES:
Submission of Speaker Proposals: 31st May 2018
Notification of Acceptance: 15th June 2018
Early Registration for Conference Participants:  9th July  2018
Late Registration for Conference Participants:  31st August  2018
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The Organising Committee
IATEFL Poland 

Department of Foreign Languages
Wrocław University of Science and Technology

Conference Venue: Congress Centre, Building D-20
Janiszewskiego 8, 50–372 Wrocław

WROCŁAW 2018 – THE MEETING PLACE FOR EXPERTS 

Dear Colleagues,

We have the pleasure of inviting you to the 27th International IATEFL Poland Conference, which will be 
held at the University of Science and Technology in Wrocław on 21st–23rd September, 2018. 

As always, the aim of the conference is to give English teachers the chance to get together, exchange 
ideas and make professional contacts with experts working in all the various fields of ELT. 
The conference will also offer the opportunity to visit the stands of leading publishers, shake hands with 
authors whose names we know from course book covers, and peruse the latest ELT publications. We 
would like to invite not only teachers of English, but also teachers of school subjects taught through 
a foreign language, as well as school managers and education policy makers, to take part in our 
Conference and share their experience. It will be an excellent opportunity to experience the whole 
spectrum of the IATEFL community.

The organizers propose the following topics for the Conference:

� Current trends in language teaching and learning  
� English in the various fields of ESP
� Academic English – teaching English in academic contexts 
� CLIL and English for subject teachers 
� English as a lingua franca – what aspects of English should we be teaching?
� SEN – Special Educational Needs – how to teach students with different
 disabilities to help them make the most of the language class
� Good practices in teaching English 
� Promoting learner autonomy 
� Young learners and teenagers
� ELT Management 
� Using modern technology in teaching 
� Teacher resources and resourcefulness 
� Testing, evaluation and assessment 

We also hope to be able to include Live Lessons, which have become a traditional element of every 
conference since the Wrocław Conference in 2012!

These are just a few proposals, but as always it is YOU – the participants
– who determine the content of the conference and contribute to its success.
Therefore, you are welcome to add your own ideas and suggestions
to the topics mentioned above. 

We are looking forward to meeting you in September 2018
at the 27th International IATEFL Poland Conference in Wrocław,
in the vicinity of one of the most beautiful university campuses in Europe.

Best regards,
The Organising Committee
Joanna Leszkiewicz, Irina Modrzycka, Ewa Mroczka, Dorota Pytel


